Use a dictionary to define the word **accommodate**.

Which word classes does the word **accommodate** belong to?

Which letter from the word **accommodate** is missing below?

Trace the word **accommodate**.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **accommodate**.

Complete the word **accommodate**.

Write your own question containing the word **accommodate** as a verb.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **accommodate**.

Write the syllables of the word **accommodate** inside the hands.

Which word classes does the word **accommodate** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

**Synonym:**

**Antonym:**

**Can you _________ us tomorrow?**

**This hotel can only _________ 100 guests.**

**How many pupils can the room _________?**

**We can _________ a group in this room.**

**Write your own question containing the word **accommodate** as a verb.**

**Write the syllables of the word **accommodate** inside the hands.**

**Which letter from the word **accommodate** is missing below?**

**Trace the word **accommodate**.**

**Complete the word **accommodate**.**

**Write your own question containing the word **accommodate** as a verb.**

**Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **accommodate**.**

acomodate

acomidate

accomemerdate
Add the word **accompany** to these sentences.

Will you __________ me?
Mr Jones will __________ you on the trip.
I will __________ you home.
Suki, please __________ Fred to see the headteacher.

Write the syllables of the word **accompany** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **accompany** is missing below?

Which word classes does the word **accompany** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **accompany**.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **accompany**.

**Synonym:**  

**Antonym:**

Complete the word **accompany**.

**Write your own statement containing the word **accompany** as a verb.**

**Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **accompany.**

accompny  acompany  accumperny
Add the word **according** to these sentences.

__________ to Will, Hamza won't come.

I think everything will go _________ to plan.

__________ to the weather report, it will rain today.

I did it _________ to your instructions.

Write the syllables of the word **according** inside the hands.

Write your own statement containing the word **according** as an adverb.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **according**.

**Synonym:** __________

**Antonym:** __________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **according**.

acordding  accoardding  accrordang
Add the word **achieve** to these sentences.

- I will __________ my goals.
- You will __________ a lot if you work hard.
- Do you think Rob will __________ success?
- No one can __________ anything without effort.

Write the syllables of the word **achieve** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **achieve** is missing below?

- h
- i
- v
- c e a

Which word classes does the word **achieve** belong to?
- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **achieve**.

**achieve**

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **achieve**.

- **Synonym:**
- **Antonym:**

Write your own statement containing the word **achieve** as a verb.

**Complete the word achieve.**

ach_______  ______eve  ____h_____  ac____v____

**Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word achieve.**

- acchieve
- acheve
- acheeve
Add the word **aggressive** to these sentences.

Please don’t be ___________ with me.
Briony can be an ___________ person.
Is he ever ___________?
Do not use an ___________ attitude towards me.

Write the syllables of the word **aggressive** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **aggressive** is missing below?
- g
- r
- s
- i
- v

Trace the word **aggressive**.

Which word classes does the word **aggressive** belong to?
- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **aggressive**.

**Synonym:**

**Antonym:**

Write your own exclamation containing the word **aggressive** as an adjective.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **aggressive**.

aggressive  aggresive  agresieve